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It seems a long time since the last issue and a lot

has happened - the Jubilee celebrations and an

Olympic Games for a start.

Our Canalside Jubilee celebration at Frimley was

sadly unable to mark the reopening of the canal

for the reasons detailed in the report on

page 4. In fact the canal is still closed and,

as Philip Riley says in his Chairman’s

report, a great deal has still to be done

before this can change.

The contractors have undoubtedly done

a lot of work, but they are not specialists

in waterway work. This would have

mattered less if the work had been closely

project managed by someone

knowledgeable about canals. This does

not appear to have been the case, and in

fact the BCA seem to have been

sidelined throughout.

However, we are where we are and the

important thing is to learn lessons for the

future. There will have to be more work

done by contractors and it is vital that this

is properly planned and managed and

that those charged with the operation of

canal are involved. Even if the new Canal

Director knows little or nothing about the canal, the

rangers must have nearly a century’s worth of

experience between them that ought to be made

use of, not to mention that of the members of the

Canal Society.

*  *  *  *  *

There seems to be general agreement that the

London Olympic Games were a triumph, not just

because of he medals won, but more because of

the welcoming and happy atmosphere that greeted

the visitors. This was largely thanks to the “Games

Makers” and other volunteers, but this volunteer

contribution seems to have come as a bit of a

surprise to the media.

It was great to get publicity for this, but a shame

that the thousands of hours of unpaid labour put in

by canal volunteers does not get the same

recognition. Let’s hope that the Olympics stirs up

a more general enthusiasm for volunteering that we

can benefit from.

As is mentioned on page 22, we are looking for

replacements for a number of important posts, but

there is a more general need for people to organise

things. We actually have a reasonably good

number of Work Party volunteers, but very few who

are prepared to organise the work.

This role is absolutely vital because there is nothing

worse than volunteers with nothing to do because,

say, materials haven’t been ordered or permission

for work not obtained. Most of the responsibility is

currently being born by Martin Leech, our Vice-

Chairman, but he badly needs some deputies. Call

him if you feel you could help.

*  *  *  *  *

I met Tony Davies at the Frimley festivities and

asked him about progress on our French twin, the

Canal d’Orléans. This was due to reopen this year,

but he tells me that, surprise, surprise, the money

has run out.  Apparently the locks are all done, with

new gates, and the towpath is immaculate, but there

is no money for dredging.

When the French came over for our 2006 rally in

Brookwood, there was talk about a possible

combined bid for European Union money for both

canals. This, however, depended on having an

official twinning in place between the two canals.

Currently this is an informal relationship that Paddy

Field helped to establish when he was the Canal

Director.

Perhaps it is time to give a prod to the corporate

memory of the Surrey and Hampshire County

Councils to remind them that this was an action

that was to have been progressed. If anyone can

extract money from the EU, it is probably the

French, so a formal “jumelage fluvial” would

probably be a good investment.
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Chairman’s report

I recently walked the Deepcut and Brookwood

Flights to see what work had been done over the

summer to achieve the promised objective of

reopening the canal to through navigation this

autumn.

Clearly, progress has been made on the locks

although most of the locks still lacked a full set of

paddle gear and upper gates were still missing at

Lock 25. Sadly the general appearance of the lock

pounds would give any visitor the impression that

the canal has been abandoned.

If we are to achieve the reopening within the agreed

timescales, there is obviously a pressing need to

complete the essential repairs to the locks so that

the maintenance boats can access the flights to

clear the huge amount of vegetation which has

grown up over the last 4 years (see cover photo).

 This prompts me to ask whether there is an overall

plan to ensure that the contractors and the BCA are

working together, as a focused and well coordinated

team, to complete the outstanding work. It would be

very reassuring to know that this is the case and we

are seeking confirmation that the repair programme

is on track.

As we have consistently stated, navigation is an

essential feature of the canal and its raison d’être.

To quote a recent Inland Waterways Association

report: ”The presence of boats is what makes

navigable waterways distinctive and attractive to a

wide range of users. IWA believes that effective

maintenance of such waterways for navigation is

fundamental to encouraging the safe use of

waterways by all”. This expresses our own

sentiments very succinctly and we strongly urge all

the members of the Canal Partnership to embrace

this essential truth.

As reported elsewhere in this edition of BC News,

our working parties and the working parties

managed by the Waterways Recovery Group have

continued to make a significant contribution to the

repair and maintenance of the canal. We are

particularly indebted to WRG who have been a

consistent supporter of ours both in the restoration

phase and in the post- restoration era where

financial pressures have led to the temporary closure

of the canal. The Canal Partnership should be very

grateful for WRG’s contribution and I would like to

thank them, most sincerely, on its behalf for their

unstinting support.

What else has been happening over the summer?

Well, we have had two more studies, conducted by

external consultants, to deal with. The major study,

referred to as the ‘Vision’, looked at all aspects of

the canal’s operation, funding, income generation

potential, governance etc. Some useful issues were

raised but the Vision report inevitably covered very

little new ground and may have delayed taking

actions which we all know are needed.

The second report is looking at the options for the

use of the land and buildings at the Canal Centre at

Mytchett.  We are assured that this study will start on

the premise that the Canal Centre will be retained

for canal related uses and the land will not be

redeveloped for housing or some other purpose.

The effect of this study has been to postpone, yet

again, the much delayed project to build a new

amenity block for the Canoe Club.

This project was being led by Charles Hicks. Very

sadly, Charles died suddenly last week. He had

worked tirelessly to get the new building underway

and it would be a fitting tribute to him if the building

(if it is ever built) is dedicated in his memory.

 Charles was a great supporter of the canal from the

early days of restoration and we owe to people like

Charles to ensure that the canal does enjoy a

secure future as a fully navigable waterway. The

Canal Society is fully committed to achieving that

objective and we shall direct all our efforts to ensure

that the Canal Partnership truly recognises the

value of the canal to the communities that it serves.

Philip Riley

13.08.12
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Canalside Jubilee

The event planned for the Late May Bank Holiday weekend was always an act of faith, relying on so

many factors over which the Canal Society had little or no control - weather, water, contractors, etc.

We hoped for good weather over the autumn and winter so that the contractors would be able to complete

the work needed to reopen the Deepcut Flight of locks. The rally would celebrate this second reopening

as well as the 21st anniversary of the first.

Well, we got the dry weather, together with a hosepipe ban and low levels of water in the canal that made

it unlikely that the flight could be filled even if it was ready. A reluctant decision was therefore made to

abandon the reopening and allow the contractors to carry on working.

Then of course it rained - so hard that the Surrey Heath show at Frimley Green at the beginning of May

was cancelled because the place was waterlogged.

Above: Some of the steam launches with John

Cale’s electric trip doing public trips.

Below: Mayor of Surrey Heath admiring John

Ross’s Elizabeth Rose.

Above: A trip aboard Accessible Boating’s Dawn

for the Mayor.

Below: The only boat that came up the canal:

Stronghold moored at Brookwood.
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Fortunately, things had dried up a bit by the Jubilee weekend and a couple of the days were pretty good

weather-wise.

With Deepcut closed, boats were confined to those living on the upper pounds together with some that

were trailable. These included our friends from the Steamboat Association. One boat made it up from

the River Wey as far as the Brookwood Country Park - Ray Oakfield’s “Stronghold” - well done!

The public attended in good numbers and were entertained by a number of live acts on stage (below

left). They were also able to take a trip on a boat, miniature railway or behind a miniature traction

engine. There were various stalls in the marquees, including Dick Snell making fenders (below right).

For the Society members it was a chance to catch up with old friends and enjoy  a glass of wine and a

piece of the celebration cake, being cut officially by the Mayor, Cllr Bruce Mansell (left) and unofficially

by ‘Beefeater’ John Ross (right)

at Frimley Lodge Park
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BCA Navigation update - August

Hampshire Pound (Odiham to Aldershot) -

Open

The Pound is fully navigable and the BCA Team

continue to monitor the current weather (climate)

situation closely and are making adjustments to

weir and bypass settings accordingly.

Ash lock – Open (no restrictions in place)

Mytchett Pound – Open

Deepcut Flight – Temporarily closed

A substantial amount of repair and refurbishment

work has now been completed under the major

refurbishment programme. This has included the

demolition and rebuilding of lock wing walls, bypass

runs and fitting of new lock gates to try and reduce

leaks. Replacement beams for lock 23 have been

installed, lock gates for 26 are installed. Balance

beams for 17, 23 and 25 are on order, as are upper

gates for lock 25, with a delivery estimated Mid

August.

The BCA Team will continue to work with colleagues

in Surrey and Hampshire County Councils and the

appointed contractor, Dyer & Butler, to make sure

the essential repairs are carried out, and the flight

is made available for navigation, as soon possible.

However it is unlikely that the flight will reopen until

the Autumn at the earliest.

Brookwood Flight & Pound – Temporarily closed

The fitting of lower stop-plank grooves and final

fitting of the lower gates at Lock 12 has now included

in the major refurbishment programme. The

contractor has given a provisional start date of mid

August for these works. This will involve a temporary

dam to protect the Hermitage Pound whilst this

work is undertaken. During installation of the gates

for lock 12 rubber seals will be fitted as a trial to try

to improve water retention. Once this work is

completed, and subject to available water supply

and any changes in the weather, this should allow

reopening of this part of the Canal to navigation..

St John’s Flight – Open

Woking Pound – Open

Woodham Flight – Open

The replacement of upper and lower gates of lock

is now complete. Lock 4 upper gates are installed.

Lock 5 and 6 upper gates and balance beams have

also been installed.

Lock paddle-gear -Jack head replacement

programme

The programme to replace all lower paddle jack

heads and gearing has commenced with lock 1

already completed, replacement of the upper paddle

gear is continuing in the Deepcut flight. On

completion of this programme all 29 locks will have

either or both upper and lower replacement paddle

gear providing safer and smooth operation to those

wishing to use the canal.

New World Wildlife Fund HQ at Woking

There was a short-term temporary navigation

suspension in conjunction with the demolition and

removal of the existing foot bridge over the canal at

Brewery Road Car Park Site. The bridge was

removed in May, and there is a provisional date of

15-26 October for installation of the new bridge.

A towpath diversion is now in place at the site,

whilst construction of the new HQ for the WWF is

undertaken. This will remain until construction of the

new building is completed in 2013.

Please check current navigation status with the

Office 01252 370073 before any planned passage.

Follow us on Twitter for news on the navigation and

events @TheBCATeam
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 Perseverance

After it completed the dredging of the canal

from North Warnborough to Fleet in 1993, the

Society’s aged steam powered dredger

Perseverance was sent to the Waterway

Museum at Ellesmere Port.

It seemed unlikely that it would be used for

maintenance dredging of the Basingstoke and

the Committee decided that its best hope for

the future lay with the Museum, which had

undertaken to do the necessary refurbishment

and then use it to dredge the basins at

Ellesmere Port.

A start was made on this and much of the

mechanical side seems to have been

dismantled, and some painting was done. Sadly, however, as the photos show, nearly 20 years on

Perseverance still lies on the bank in pieces and the chances of the Museum ever having the time,

money or even enthusiasm to put it back together seem slim.

All is not lost though. Negotiations are under

way that might bring the dredger back south

again, albeit not to the Basingstoke Canal

immediately.

It has been suggested that it might go to

Crofton on the Kennet & Avon Canal, where

there is a thriving group of steam enthusiasts

who look after the 1812 Boulton & Watt and

1846 Harvey beam engines that used to (and

still occasionally do) pump water up to the

summit level. They are a major tourist attraction

that would be complemented nicely by

Perseverance, that was at one time owned

by the K&A Canal Trust.

Our ex-chairman, Robin Higgs, is still involved

with the Watercress Line that has workshops capable of re-tubing boilers, so this might be another way

of getting some of the restoration work done.

If the idea is to succeed, it will clearly need some dedicated project management. This would probably

be led by the Crofton group but it would be good to have an input from our Society, because a number of

people in the past have expressed an interest in saving Perseverance from the scrap yard. If you would

like to get involved, particularly in a project management role, please contact Philip Riley.

It would be splendid to see, hear and smell the old girl working again!

Thanks to Freddie Dawson for the recent photos.
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Trees

This year has seen the usual crop of trees

blown or simply fallen over into the canal.

BCA rangers removed this one, which

blew over in the bad weather back in

June,  from the cutting above Lock 28 at

Deepcut.

A rather bigger problem was caused in

Hampshire in August. The very large oak

tree on the left in the photo below has

been leaning over the canal just east of

Double Bridge for many years, but it finally fell over.

Fortunately there were no boats passing at the

time.  The falling tree broke a branch off the oak on

the opposite bank and the navigation was

completely blocked.

The contractors, Dyer & Butler were diverted from

their other work and brought in some heavy

machinery to remove the remains (below). Luckily

the road there, Sandy Lane, had just reopened after

a long period of closure to allow drain pipes to be

laid to put the nearby Four Seasons Hotel onto

mains drainage.

A number of trees have be marked to be

deliberately felled down the Deepcut Flight. It would

be good to get these down

before winter gales bring them

down and damage something

or someone.

The BCA are hoping to get

some Higher Level

Stewardship money via

Natural England to enable

more tree management to be

done all along the canal.
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Weed
The alternating wet and warm weather this summer

has been ideal for plant growth in and around the

canal and much of it currently looks as if it had never

been restored for navigation.

Worst affected areas are the Deepcut flight and

Brookwood because neither has been accessible

by boat for a long time. As a result the are some

very flourishing colonies of purple loosestrife

(above Lock 20 - see cover photo), 5 foot high

reedmace above Lock 26 (below), and

bank-to-bank Water Soldier, Stratiotes aloides, in

Brookwood, (below).

Even where navigation is possible, weed is

causing great difficulties. One of John Cale’s hire

boats from the Canal Centre had to be rescued

from its clutches at Ash Wharf and David and

Rosemary Millett, who had hired Accessible

Boating’s Madam Butterfly for a birthday cruise,

had trouble in the same place and also crossing

Ash embankment.

Canal Ranger Chris Healy has been trying to control

some of it and has organised anti-hydrocotyle days

in Woking using volunteers with the BCA’s work

boat to fish out tons of the floating pennywort

(below). Since this plant is said to be capable of

doubling its size every two weeks, this is a very

necessary measure.

Chris has also organised weekday work parties to

control the spread of Hymalayan Balsam and the

poisonous Ragwort at Deepcut.

It is disturbing to see trees and other vegetation

being allowed to grow in the chamber walls of

currently unused locks. No point in painting balance

beams if the brickwork is being pulled to bits!
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The John Pinkerton paid

its usual visits to the

biennial  Farnborough

Airshow, carrying guests

of one of the companies

exhibiting there.

This year the boat was

able to make good use of

the landing stage that the

Society installed last year

(right).

In fact, quite a lot of boats

were moored at the end of

the runway, including a

couple of Galleon Marine’s

hire boats and trail boats

from the Bridgewater and

Taunton Canal (left).

The general consensus

seemed to be that the

flying display was not quite

as exciting as it used to

be, because of the

relatively few new types of

aircraft being developed

nowadays.

In fact, more interest was developed at

times in the local wildlife, when a nest of

adders was discovered close to where the

visitors were sitting on the bank!

Farnborough Airshow
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Events

 

Programme for the autumn is shown below:

 

The meetings will be held as usual at the Parish

Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Station Road,

Chobham, near Woking, GU24 8AZ. (See map for

exact location). Meetings will commence at 8pm
on the third Wednesday of the month. Coffee/tea

and biscuits will be available during the interval.

Non members and friends are very welcome to

come along.

 

17th October 2012

Robin Higgs - Canals and Rivers of Eastern

France

Our former Chairman and current Vice President

Robin Higgs will be showing a selection of slides

from his boating holidays in Eastern France in

2010 and 2011. Waterways to be featured include

the Canal L’Est and the River Saone.

  

21st November 2012 

Murray Jones - History of Dragon Boat Rac-

ing (First Half)

Kathryn Dodington - The Jubilee Thames
River Pageant 2012 (Second half)

Murray Jones is an international official of the

Dragon Boat Racing Association and will de-

scribe the fascinating history of this unique sport

and its competitions.

Kathryn Dodington will talk about her participation

in her narrow boat ‘Leo No. 2’ in the Jubilee

Thames River Pageant this year.  

CHOBHAM SOCIAL MEETINGS

19th December 2012 

John Willis - Crofton Beam Engines on the
Kennet and Avon Canal

John Willis is the Chairman of the Crofton Beam

Engines Group of the Trust and will describe the

history and operation of the historic 1812 Boulton

and Watt engines, which this year are celebrating

their 200th anniversary.

 

Further information from David Millett on 01252

617364 or email: d.millett7@ntlworld. com

Basingstoke Canal Boating Club Fox & Hounds Rally

The Basingstoke Canal Boating Club’s annual rally at the Fox & Hounds pub in Church Crookham is

moving back to the slightly later dates of 6th and 7th of October.  The Committee are hopeful that the works

at Deepcut and Brookwood might be completed to allow the re-opening of the entire canal in September,

and allow boaters from the Woking and the River Wey to join us.

We are hoping to have all the usual entertainments including members of the Steam Boat Association

with their beautiful craft. Do make a point of putting the date in your diaries and come along and join us.

Jan Byrnes, BCBC Secretary
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Work
The Waterway Recovery Group (WRG) have been

back on the canal a couple of times.

Work near Ash Lock to repair the towpath was

severely hampered by terrible weather, but a week-

long camp at Deepcut succeeded in doing a lot of

jobs at Lock 19.

Repairs to the bypass channel were done, but a

plan to repointing a wing wall had to be abandoned

when voids were discovered behind the wall,

requiring much more than repointing.

The main job, though, was to drive a section of sheet

metal piling below the nearside lower wing wall to

shore up the bank and provide a temporary

mooring for boats using the lock.

They completed a very professional looking job.

This should help to discourage boaters from risking

the other side with the hazards introduced by the

contractors.

      Thanks to Nigel Searle for the photos.
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Parties
The Canal Society’s work party has carried on the

work to repair the towpath at Frimley Lodge Park.

As anticipated, this is taking a long time because

there are some 850m of towpath needing atten-

tion, and this is the first time that the team has un-

dertaken this type of work. However, pile driving

for the landing stage has been completed to the

usual high standard that many ‘professionals’ would

be hard put to achieve.

At the same time, the soft bank protection, using

wooden posts and nicospan (a tough nylon mem-

brane), has been extended up to King’s Head

Bridge on the Guildford Road.

However, whether the Society will complete all the

intended work at Frimley is now under discussion

with the BCA, because it is unlikely that we will be

able to finish it before the available funds run out or

the term expires (in April 2013). The Society’s work

party has therefore been asked to bring the current

phase of the project to a close, while an alternative

plan to finish to job is thrashed out. A couple more

weekends should see the completion of the land-

ing stage near King’s Head Bridge, soft bank pro-

tection from there to the model railway club build-

ings, and paving of the towpath with a hard-wear-

ing roadstone.

Some time ago the BCA made a proposal and

secured Higher Level Stewardship funding for a

plant shelf to be constructed along this length of

the canal on the towpath side, to improve the natu-

ral habitat in the area. According to the drawing

available, the shelf would be supported by posts

inserted about a metre out from the new bank, at

or below water level, as was done a few years ago

opposite the Brookwood Country Park (below).

Unfortunately, we think that the presence of this shelf

would mean that boats will probably not be able to

moor at Frimley Lodge Park any more (the two

landing stages excepted), and if they could, access

to the bank would be restricted by vegetation. The

result would be that boat rallies could no longer be

held at there.

Further, the towpath edge will be more vulnerable

to dogs climbing in and out of the canal and will

also encourage them to do so, which will increase

damage that the bank protection is intended to

prevent.

The Society has raised its serious concerns over

this proposal with the BCA, and hopes that

consideration can be given to using another site to

host the plant shelf.
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The main work Dyer & Butler have been doing in

Surrey is the soft bank protection at Woodham

below Lock 1. As a consequence of this they dredged

Lock 1 and most of the pound below to generate

sufficient back fill (right). Lock 1 once drained down

contained sufficient silt to cover all but the top inch

of a traffic cone standing on the lock bottom!

The main reason for the bank protection works here

is that the Canal is on a shallow embankment at this

point, it is also contiguous with the River Wey. The

consequences of failure of this embankment would

be catastrophic, flooding many houses, a National

Grid transformer station and also cause the likely

failure of two culverts under the River Wey. The

geotextile and hazel faggot bank repairs the bank,

but the freeboard has also have raised to increase

safety levels. D&B also completed the lower gates

and winding gear at Lock 1 while they were there.

Additional hard bank protection on the towpath

side below Lock 26, where there was significant

erosion  was also ordered. The bank has been

sheet piled below the lock, giving something secure

for boats to moor against if waiting for the lock.

Their next major task is probably going to be the

installation of stop plank grooves at strategic points

to allow sections of the canal to be dammed to allow

work to be done or to prevent flooding in the event

of a breach. Some of these will be in Hampshire,

but the priority ought to be below Lock 12.

There were stop plank grooves there before the

Contractors at work

road bridge just below the lock was rebuilt a few

years ago (below). Unfortunately their significance

does not seem to have been appreciated by the

road builders and they disappeared.

The result is that it is not easily possible to lower the

water to enable the new lower gates on Lock 12 to

be fitted properly. Until this is done, it will not be

possible to get boats up the flight to do any work on

this or the Deepcut flight.

One very recent piece of good news is that

contractors have been brought in to do weed cutting

in the channel at Ash Wharf, Ash Embankment and

Brookwood. Let’s hope they will be back to do

Deepcut when it is finally accessible to boats.
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Surrey Heath

We were somewhat astonished to see the

“intouch” leaflet that was circulated earlier in the

year in Surrey Heath, presumably by the ruling

Conservative group on the Council.

The first paragraph is true in that an additional

£25,000 was obtained for the canal, although the

circular does not mention that the source of the

money was a fine imposed on a local company for

an environmental infringement rather than the

Council. Nevertheless, well done Surrey Heath for

steering this money in the canal’s direction.

The first two sentences in the next paragraph are

also true. When the canal reopened in 1991, an

arrangement was reached that local councils would

fund it according to a formula that took account of

various factors such as  the length of canal in the

council’s area and its population.

The next statement that “Surrey Heath Borough

Council remains the highest contributor as a

percentage of its commitment of any borough along

the stretch of the canal” is baffling.

Surrey Heath has never paid its full share of the

canal’s budget as calculated by the formula. To

suggest that it does so better than any other council

is an insult to bodies such as Woking Borough

Council that has always paid in full.

One can only assume that the words “as a

percentage of its commitment” mean something

other than their commitment to the canal. If this is

the case, then the statement appears to be

designed to be deliberately  misleading.

Given its central position on the canal and the fact

that the Mytchett Canal Centre lies within the

Borough of Surrey Heath, it is very regrettable that

the Council does not support the canal better, and

even more regrettable that it appears to be trying

to hide this fact with weasel words.

The idea that “they remain fully committed to

ensuring that this popular and well-loved amenity

is maintained to the highest standard” is belied by

the current state of the canal. Have any of these

councillors actually looked at it lately?
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Out and about

Ian Brown has retired from the post of Canal

Director and the post itself is changing, with some

of the responsibilities being taken over by Phil Allen

and James Taylor of the County Councils.

Ian Brown retires

Candidates are due to be interviewed at the

beginning of September following a trip on the

John Pinkerton.

Ian was in post for 6 pretty torrid years. Within

weeks of his appointment, Surrey County Council

announced that it was going to cut its funding for

the canal by a third. This decision was scrapped

after protest from many directions, but things didn’t

really get much easier.

Probably Ian’s major achievement was instigating

the condition survey of the canal, whose findings

persuaded the Counties to put up £1.7 million for

remedial work.

Ian had to contend with a good deal of criticism

and maybe there were things he might have done

better. However, given the constraints he was

working under and the delicate balancing act

needed to reconcile the demands of all the

interested parties, would any of us have been more

successful? Personally, I have my doubts.

We wish Ian well in his retirement and hope to see

him on the canal again some time if he hasn’t had

enough of it!

New boat on the canal

A lot of boats have gone off the canal since it

reopened, so it is nice record one arriving.

Don Barber had Whistler built by J D Narrowboats

Ltd in Shardlow,  and his intention is to fit it out

himself at home in Fleet.  It was craned into the

canal at the Aldershot slipway on 27 June 2012 by

Rob Locatelli and sailed to Fleet after help from

passers-by to add ballast to get under the Fleet

bridges. The latter exercise was not planned!!!!

 

His first planned job was to paint the exterior, but

this was delayed by the “summer” weather.
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The wildlife of the Basingstoke Canal gets wierder

by the day!

Odds & Ends

Thieves about

Several canoes have been stolen from the Canal in

the last year and an attempt was made to steal the

outboard motor from a cabin cruiser moored at the

bottom of a garden at Ash. The thieves must have

used a boat of some sort to gain access some time

during the night and then cast the boat off. They

were frustrated in their attempts to remove the

motor but did quite a lot of damage in the process.

The boat was found next day adrift at the wharf. If

anyone has any information, they should ring Surrey

Police on 101 and quote reference GD/12/7167.

The contractors working on the Deepcut flight have

also had to cope with regular vandalism and theft.

A recent spate of this seems to have stopped after

the Community Police Officer had words with the

Commandant of the local Army camp, who presum-

ably passed the message on to his troops and their

families. The military are, however, far from being

the only source of the problem, but the Police often

do have a good idea of the identity of local trouble

makers, so it is always worth reporting problems to

them.

In case anyone is wondering what the purpose of

the four boxes that have appeared at Pablo’s Folly

in Woodham is, they are a system for counting

boats and monitoring their speed. They have been

paid for by Natural England. Let’s hope they actually

have the chance to do some counting!

A similar counter is being installed in Hampshire

next to Tundrey Pond.

Perhaps more usefully, equipment to enable water

levels on the canal to be monitored remotely is also

to be installed. This will be used, amongst other

Monitoring

things, to control the back-pumping systems more

efficiently.

Lizards about
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• Twenty small cruisers made history on the 3rd

July when they locked through Ask Lock and

navigated the Ash Embankment. They were the

first to use the restored Ash Lock and drew the

paddles for the first time in nearly twenty years.

Among them were Liz and Tim Dodwell, and

Tim was probably one of the last people to

navigate the lock aboard a horse drawn

dredging punt in July 1963. The cruise was to

publicise the lack of slipways along the canal at

that time.

For Tony Harmsworth, Senior Ranger for HCC

on the canal at that time, it was a real occasion,

as his grandfather, the late Mr. A. J. Harmsworth

owned the canal from 1921 to 1949 and  one of

his barges  was the last commercial boat to

pass through Ash Lock in 1941.

• Other boats taking part were the 15ft Caracruiser

‘Touchwood’ trailed from Hornchurch in Essex

for the occasion and a replica steam launch

‘Meteorite’(below with Andrian Birtles at the

helm). Many boats cruised on the Hampshire

section later, some reaching Dogmersfield with

‘Touchwood’ making it to Greywell. At that time

most of the Hampshire section was not restored

and the boats had to contend with weed growth,

sunken oil drums, shallow water and negotiation

of the land slip at Dogmersfield where the depth

was 6" to 9"!

• At this period in 1982 there were seven 

restoration work sites along the canal ranging

from Locks, 9, 10 and 11 at St. Johns, Lock 16

at Deepcut , Locks 1 and 5 at Woodham and the

steam dredging using ‘Perseverance’

westwards from Dogmersfield undertaking

maintenance dredging while awaiting the

rectification of the landslip there before

continuing eastwards.

• Two of the Society’s mud barges were hauled

out of the canal at the Barley Mow Wharf,

Winchfield for inspection. The job was done by

the Recovery Training Section of the Vehicle

Engineering Wing, S E M E at Bordon who

brought in heavy recovery equipment and

camped on site. After inspection one of the

barges was condemned and S E M E are to

repair the second barge. Descaling work is

being done by the Youth Opportunities

Programme workers organised by HCC and

the Society is providing £600 worth of steel

plates needed for the repair.

• Recently a party of school children were visiting

the canal at Deepcut, examining wild flowers

and sketching the locks when they spotted a

hole in the towpath at Lock 26. Whilst they

looked , the hole got rapidly bigger and soon

became a full scale collapse, revealing brickwork

down to below the bottom of the lock (above).

About 150-200 tons of sand and silt together

with bricks and stone were washed away. The

From Society Newsletters No 104 August 1982 and No 105 October 1982

Lookback  - David
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Millett, Vice President

teacher called the Police who called SCC and

the remedial work was organised by Frank

Jones (Project Manager) and took over seven

working days.

• The Society Committee have voted £4,000

towards the restoration of the infilled dry-dock

at Deepcut. Engineering drawings have been

prepared by SCC and the new brick-sided

chamber will by 18' wide and 75' long.

Incorporated will be a bypass weir for Lock 28.

Work will commence in the autumn and will

provide training for the Society’s Manpower

Services Commission Scheme.

• A sight to behold!  Chairman Robin Higgs had

his annual canal dunking at the Fox and Hounds

Fun and Frolics evening in June when he tipped

up the coracle he was using in front of everyone

gathered by the towpath.

• To attend the flying display at the Farnborough

Air show one enterprising Odiham family

travelled all the way by their Canadian canoe

taking a picnic with them and watched the show

from the end of the runway. The party included

the family dog. What a pleasant way to travel to

the Air Show and also to save the £4 parking fee

and £4 per adult entrance fee! 

• Peter Fraser has vowed never to go on the

canal again without taking his camera. He was

using his dinghy, powered by an outboard motor,

between Fleet and Aldershot on three separate

occasions and came across a water skier towed

by a motor cyclist, a coxed four going flat out,

and a rowing boat being navigated with twin

bladed canoe paddles with the owner sporting

a green parrot on his shoulder!!!

200 Club winners

February

Miss GL Miller £52

Mr T Dodwell £26

Mr DA Smith £12

Mr P Hattersley £12

April

Mr JT Lyddon £52

Mrs J Keep £26

Mr T Dodwell £12

Mrs S Anderson£12

June
Mrs S Anderson£52

Mrs E Hawkins £26

Mr A Hocking £12

Mr A Stumpf £12

Cheers

Jim Johnstone

Paddle gear

The photo in the last BCN of a WW1 soldier

operating the paddle of a lock that was said to be

on the Basingstoke Canal drew a couple of

responses, both saying the same thing -

      It isn’t the Basingstoke!

David Gerry commented that it was not the first time

that the Imperial War Museum had got it wrong.

So, any guesses as to which canal this soldier might

have been working on?
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The Lightbox gallery and museum is

situated in Woking, along the Basingstoke Canal.

The stunning building boasts three galleries which

host changing exhibitions, the interactive museum

‘Woking’s Story’, a Gift Shop with a selection of

unique gifts and a Café with a beautiful canal-side

courtyard. The Lightbox and all exhibitions are free

entry, so why not drop in and explore the exhibitions,

completing your visit by enjoying a drink or perhaps

treat yourself to a delicious cake in the Café.

The Lightbox is open Tuesday to Saturdays

10.30am – 5.00pm and Sundays 11.00am –

5.00pm.

Entrance is free of charge.

 Phone: 01483 737800
I info@thelightbox.org.uk  I  www.thelightbox.org.uk

John Pinkerton

Volunteer Booking Managers
urgently needed

At the end of the year the Boat Company will be

losing its Booking Managers, Marion and Hugh

Gough, who will be retiring after about twenty years.

If you think you would be interested in taking over

the position of taking enquiries and bookings for

the John Pinkerton could you please email Nigel

Bird, or call him on 01252-531969 to have a chat.

They run, on average, about 170 cruises a year.

This usually translates into around £30,000 of profit

that will be paid direct to the Canal Society, forming

approximately two thirds of its income. This money

goes towards making improvements to the Canal.

Editor’s note: I believe that there have been a

couple of expressions of interest in this post, but

please do not let this deter anyone else from

contacting Nigel. It is always useful to have back-

ups to cover holidays etc.

The John Pinkerton is nearing the end of what is

scheduled to be its last season of operations on

the Basingstoke Canal. We don’t know yet what

its future will be. There has been interest from other

canal societies who would like to continue to use it

as a trip boat, but this would have to be cleared by

the Maritime Coastguard Agency.

The drawings and stability calculations for the new

boat have been completed and sent to the Maritime

Coastguard Agency for approval. Once this has

been received, construction can begin. The

steelwork should only take about 6 weeks and we

hope to have photos of this as it progresses.  Fitting

out and painting will take longer but the boat should

be ready for next season.

Dick King has taken over the job of Chairman of

the Boat Company from Peter Wright and Penny

Cadle has taken over the job of Publicity Officer

from Nigel Bird. These are important posts and it
is good to know that they have been filled. Nigel

was in danger of becoming a one-man-band!
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Hi,

Does anyone know anyone who might be

interested in buying a dinghy?

It is a Skipper 12, age and condition unknown to

me. It is approx. 12' long x 5' beam and comes

complete with sails, a 5hp Honda outboard motor

and trailer. Asking price £400.

If anyone is interested I will put them in touch with

the vendor.

Regards,

Graham Nicholson

E-mail: jan3046@yahoo.co.uk

It is similar to the boat in this photo.

Charles Hicks Everyone who knew him will be immensely

saddened to learn of the sudden death of Charles

Hicks from a heart attack at the end of July.

Although he never held a position in the Canal

Society, he was a great supporter of the canal in

his other roles as local councillor in Crookham and

as a member of the Basingstoke Canal Canoe

Club ever since it was founded in 1979.

In recent years he took the lead in trying to get

improved facilities built for the club, and other site

users, at the Canal Centre. He managed to retain

an impressive calm and resolve as a series of

procedural doors slowly opened, only to reveal yet

another one beyond. It is very sad that he has died

without seeing the fruition of his efforts and we owe

it to him to pursue the project with as much vigour

as necessary.

Charles was a gentleman in every sense of the word

and will be much missed. We send our deepest

condolences to Katie, Andy and Roland.

Farewell
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SHCS notes
Membership Secretary

A warm welcome to the following members who

have joined us in the last few months:

Jonothan & Denise Knowles of Camberley

Dave Peace of Upton Grey

Cyndy Martin of Woking

Alex Pownall of Ash Vale

Les & Susan Whitney of Ash

The Mytchett, Frimley Green & Deepcut Society

Andrew Thorpe of Ash

Karen Whitney of Mytchett

Pete Smee of Woking

David Cadle of Sandhurst

Hannah Pettifer & Chris Gray of Aldershot

Michael Anstis of Farnborough

Duncan McLaughlin of Blackwater

Denis & Yvonne Carter of Odiham

Reminders have been sent to those members who

have not yet paid their 2012 subscriptions and I

look forward to receiving these payments shortly

otherwise I shall have to assume that they no longer

wish to remain members of the Society.

Doreen Hornsey
Membership Secretary

E-Mail: Membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

More help wanted

Our appeal for a replacement for our Treasurer

seems to have succeeded in producing a volunteer,

but, again, a back-up would be useful, so if there is

anyone else out there who feels that they could

handle our finances, please let Graham Hornsey

know.

There is certainly an air of change in the Society.

Verna Smith has said that she would like to step

down as Events Organiser from next year. Although

she has done the job almost single handed apart

from help on the day, it is definitely one where a

small team could operate, so the more volunteers

the better! Please contact Verna on 01252 517622

for more information, but wait until after the

Paralympics - she is working as a volunteer driver!

And finally, if there are any would-be journalists out

there, who would like something really impressive

to put on their CV, I think it is approaching the time

for me to hand over the editorship of the Newsletter.

I have been doing it for 13 years and over 50 of my

rambling editorials is more that enough for any

membership to suffer! In addition, with rebranding

of the Society in the offing, a facelift for the BCN

would be a good way for the handover to be

marked.

Give me a call if this is of any interest to you and

you feel creative (01252 678608).

Colt Hill barn and mooring

Last year Hampshire County Council decided to

sell the strip of bank at Colt Hill where the John

Pinkerton is usually moored, together with the half

of the old barn that they also owned. Faced with the

prospect of losing the only safe mooring for the

boat, the Society made a bid for the property, which

was accepted by HCC.

The actual conveyance has still to be completed,

because of legal investigations into the electrical

supply to the barn, but we have decided to go

ahead with the purchase anyway, so the JP2 will

have a secure mooring.

The barn will need some work. There is a beam that

needs repair and a fair number of roof tiles to be

replaced. If anyone has a stash of 10in x 6in red clay

tiles that they don’t want (Duncan Paine estimates

that we might need as many as 200), please let us

know. And if there are any roofers, active or retired,

amongst our membership who would be prepared

to help, we would also love to hear from them.
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SHCS information

Anyone interested in joining the Society

should contact the Membership Secretary,

Mrs Doreen Hornsey, whose contact details

are below.

The annual subscription is Adults £10, Junior

£3, OAP £5, Family £12, 2 OAP £7, and

Group £15, payable on March 1st each year.

The Bulletin is now at

Issue 14. If you would

like to receive it,

please send your e-

mail address to

membership@basingstoke-

canal.org.uk

Date for next copy 31st October 2012
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And finally....
The BCA has categorically denied that it is allowing Dyer & Butler to open a waterside, al fresco pole

dancing venue at Lock 19...

and has also stated that reports of vampires taking up residence in Greywell Tunnel have been

exaggerated.

Thanks to Nigel

for these and

other photos.


